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From: Daniel Grimley (dansea06@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:51:01 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Daniel Grimley
845 W Nickerson St Apt 6
Seattle, WA 98119
dansea06@comcast.net
(206) 588-2873


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Marcia Lagerloef (mlagerloef@seanet.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:42:38 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Marcia Lagerloef
10426 NE South Beach Dr
Bainbridge Is, WA 98110
mlagerloef@seanet.com
(206) 842-8942


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: B.J. Ogden (bjogden@verizon.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:24:53 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


B.J. Ogden
6414 N Park Way Apt 326
Tacoma, WA 98407
bjogden@verizon.net
(703) 587-4990


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Kathleen Kelsey (katkelsey52@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:24:33 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kathleen Kelsey
212 Old Owen Rd Trlr 69
Sultan, WA 98294
katkelsey52@yahoo.com
(808) 640-8891


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Sue Pfeiffer-Johnson (s_u_ejohnson@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:45:03 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sue Pfeiffer-Johnson
900 NW 57th St
Seattle, WA 98107
s_u_ejohnson@yahoo.com
(206) 784-4181


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Aleta Springer (aleta.springer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:42:29 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Aleta Springer
PO Box 594
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
aleta.springer@gmail.com
(808) 937-2328


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Julia Allen (drjna@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:24:22 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Julia Allen
1029 Bell St
Edmonds, WA 98020
drjna@comcast.net
(206) 281-0988


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Julia Taylor (juliataylor8@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:37:05 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Julia Taylor
4113 Linden Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
juliataylor8@hotmail.com
(503) 775-4611


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Jason Riley (jayrye@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:38:01 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jason Riley
616B NW 85th St
Seattle, WA 98117
jayrye@gmail.com
(206) 247-2718


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Gordon Norris (gordonnorris@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:44:10 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Gordon Norris
16620 1st Ave SE
Bothell, WA 98012
gordonnorris@comcast.net
(661) 572-3844


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Jessica Zickefoose (jjarczyk88@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:57:51 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jessica Zickefoose
2331 E Crestview Dr
Shelton, WA 98584
jjarczyk88@gmail.com
(360) 545-2703


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Beth Brunton (bebrunton@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:17:04 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Beth Brunton
1900 28th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98144
bebrunton@hotmail.com
(206) 913-9675


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Ken Little (ranknfile@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:21:52 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ken Little
21415 Orville Rd E
Orting, WA 98360
ranknfile@gmail.com
(253) 268-8222


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Lloyd Hedger (lloydmhedger@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:36:46 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lloyd Hedger
224 N G St Apt 405
Tacoma, WA 98403
lloydmhedger@msn.com
(253) 274-0937


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Ruth Hooper (ruthhooper1948@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:11:11 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ruth Hooper
7331 48th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98118
ruthhooper1948@earthlink.net
(206) 760-0508


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Anna Boyer (babygurl1416@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 10:01:22 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Anna Boyer
9503 Chapel Hill Rd
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
babygurl1416@gmail.com
(425) 737-1803


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Diane Faletti (diannefaletti@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:44:01 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Diane Faletti
866 NW Mahogany Ln
Silverdale, WA 98383
diannefaletti@gmail.com
(253) 517-5064


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Gary Gill (gsquared999@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:56:39 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Gary Gill
23307 SE 225th St
Maple Valley, WA 98038
gsquared999@gmail.com
(206) 250-0039


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kevin Gallagher (kevingal@uw.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 12:23:02 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kevin Gallagher
15866 36th Ave NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
kevingal@uw.edu
(206) 545-6899


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Ellen Wagner (efwagner@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:20:58 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ellen Wagner
5222 Chelan Ln SE
Lacey, WA 98503
efwagner@msn.com
(360) 628-8272


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Denise Echelbarger (denie51@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:36:21 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Denise Echelbarger
1464 Christine Lane
Camano Island, WA 98282
denie51@icloud.com
(425) 238-0078


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Brook Munoz (brookmunoz@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:10:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Brook Munoz
6512 NE 181st St
Kenmore, WA 98028
brookmunoz@hotmail.com
(206) 697-1022


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kathryn Dewees (kathrynd2@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:49:50 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kathryn Dewees
1507 S 9th St
Tacoma, WA 98405
kathrynd2@yahoo.com
(206) 304-9494


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Anita Scheunemann (arscheu@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:43:50 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Anita Scheunemann
6316 199th Loop SW
Rochester, WA 98579
arscheu@comcast.net
(360) 273-0302


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Linda Shehan (lshehan@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:56:32 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Linda Shehan
9116 81st St SW
Lakewood, WA 98498
lshehan@yahoo.com
(253) 531-8046


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Randy Widen (ttnnret@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2021 10:41:27 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Randy Widen
2436 NW 61st St
Seattle, WA 98107
ttnnret@yahoo.com
(206) 555-1212


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Leonard Obert (leonardobert@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:56:43 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Leonard Obert
15426 SE 116th St
Renton, WA 98059
leonardobert@outlook.com
(425) 757-1741


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: David Paige (dupaige71@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:36:15 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


David Paige
1328 Brooklyn Walk NE
Issaquah, WA 98029
dupaige71@gmail.com
(253) 222-2109


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Eva Gorecki (eviegorecki@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:47:43 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Eva Gorecki
7310 Hayworth Avenue NE
Lacey, WA 98516
eviegorecki@gmail.com
(320) 333-8228


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Charles Collier (chcollier@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:32:41 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Charles Collier
17708 NE 88th PL
Redmond, WA 98052
chcollier@gmail.com
(425) 555-5555


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Beth Whitfieldhenry (whitfield1972@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:43:19 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Beth Whitfieldhenry
1616 61st St SE
Auburn, WA 98092
whitfield1972@msn.com
(206) 795-1502


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Marianne Nelsen (mariannenelsen@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:32:36 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Marianne Nelsen
6504 165th Pl SW
Lynnwood, WA 98037
mariannenelsen@hotmail.com
(425) 210-4424


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Penny Brooks (pabseattle@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:10:28 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Penny Brooks
4819 165th Pl SW
Edmonds, WA 98026
pabseattle@hotmail.com
(206) 694-3869


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Egle Tschinkel (egle_tschinkel@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:44:50 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Egle Tschinkel
15507 158th Ave NE
Woodinville, WA 98072
egle_tschinkel@hotmail.com
(732) 221-2313


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Anita G Bryant (feathy@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2021 9:42:26 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Anita G Bryant
2110 NE Park Rd
Seattle, WA 98105
feathy@hotmail.com
(206) 522-2712


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Josephine Hadlock King (johadlock7@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:20:29 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Josephine Hadlock King
40 Windship Dr
Port Townsend, WA 98368
johadlock7@hotmail.com
(425) 453-1454


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Vanessa Rabito (s.vanessa@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:36:09 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Vanessa Rabito
405 Milroy St SW
Olympia, WA 98502
s.vanessa@mac.com
(503) 360-7516


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Suzann Bailey (suzann.bailey.sb@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:41:29 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Suzann Bailey
3074 Mount Baker Cir
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
suzann.bailey.sb@gmail.com
(530) 903-8022


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Aakarsh Agrawal (aakarsh.agrawal@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:30:46 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Aakarsh Agrawal
24349 NE 8th Pl
Sammamish, WA 98074
aakarsh.agrawal@outlook.com
(425) 246-4067


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Mariya Starichenok (masha_s_555@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:10:27 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Mariya Starichenok
10609 NE 146th St
Bothell, WA 98011
masha_s_555@yahoo.com
(206) 697-3558


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lynda Erickson (lerick@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:56:30 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lynda Erickson
13759 Morgan Dr NE
Redmond, WA 98053
lerick@comcast.net
(619) 701-2170


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Elizabeth Berggren (elizabethberggren@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2021 9:34:08 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Elizabeth Berggren
112 25th Ave E Apt 302
Seattle, WA 98112
elizabethberggren@comcast.net
(206) 251-7529


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Suzanne Hamer (tedsuza@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:19:50 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Suzanne Hamer
17227 NE 195th St
Woodinville, WA 98072
tedsuza@gmail.com
(206) 427-4317


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Aristana Firethorne (magical1@whidbey.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:36:05 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Aristana Firethorne
PO Box 633
Langley, WA 98260
magical1@whidbey.com
(360) 632-9139


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Chris Nolasco (cln5@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:42:13 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Chris Nolasco
3119 151st St SW
Lynnwood, WA 98087
cln5@hotmail.com
(206) 327-9354


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Miles Haroldson (mbharoldson@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:36:00 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Miles Haroldson
4520 Gifford Rd SW
Olympia, WA 98512
mbharoldson@yahoo.com
(360) 789-0094


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Harolynne Bobis (harolynne@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:28:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Harolynne Bobis
220 2nd St #101
Langley, WA 98260
harolynne@gmail.com
(206) 631-0298


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Wendy Kliment (wkliment@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:10:12 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Wendy Kliment
432 3rd Ave. S
Edmonds, WA 98177
wkliment@gmail.com
(206) 735-1870


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Corrine Anderson-Ketchmark (canderk67@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:56:18 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Corrine Anderson-Ketchmark
506 S 222nd St Apt 5
Des Moines, WA 98198
canderk67@gmail.com
(360) 624-4328


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Shambhavi Taylor (om.shambhavi@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2021 9:27:43 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


The way PSE green washes its actions is unconscionable. They must be stopped from poisoning for profit.


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Shambhavi Taylor
10742 Lakeside Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98125
om.shambhavi@gmail.com
(206) 476-7194


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Aaron Katz (abkchezgarlic@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:18:46 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Aaron Katz
1616 Georgia Pl
Anacortes, WA 98221
abkchezgarlic@gmail.com
(206) 550-2277


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Selim Uzuner (uzunerselim@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:41:23 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Selim Uzuner
1807 344th Ave NE
Carnation, WA 98014
uzunerselim@hotmail.com
(425) 333-0000


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Elizabeth Marshall (eamarshall13@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:10:02 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Elizabeth Marshall
321 Glen Ave
Snohomish, WA 98290
eamarshall13@yahoo.com
(206) 931-3551


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Shelly Peteson (shellyslily@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:28:05 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Shelly Peteson
701 K Ave Apt# 1
Anacortes, WA 98221
shellyslily@outlook.com
(253) 290-0776


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Billy Kemp (bkemp@healthpointchc.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:56:11 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Billy Kemp
PO Box 112396
Tacoma, WA 98411
bkemp@healthpointchc.org
(206) 890-9878


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Hilke Faber (hilkefaber1@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2021 4:35:41 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


We're counting on you to protect our environment.


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Hilke Faber
3921 25th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98108
hilkefaber1@msn.com
(206) 723-1646


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kelly Keefer (gkkeef@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:18:33 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kelly Keefer
5203 66th Avenue Ct W
University Pl, WA 98467
gkkeef@q.com
(253) 566-5577


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Robert Yoder (cudgel_f@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:50:13 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Robert Yoder
3705 N 27th St
Tacoma, WA 98407
cudgel_f@hotmail.com
(253) 761-1443


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: David Kotz (davidkotzwoodworks@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:40:21 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


David Kotz
7439 NE Coyote Farm Ln
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
davidkotzwoodworks@gmail.com
(206) 437-0058


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Craig Britton (cbhoptoad@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:27:38 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Craig Britton
1034 Franklin St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
cbhoptoad@gmail.com
(360) 344-2484


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Susie Knight (hilosilverawaylem@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:09:58 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Susie Knight
3143 Woodland Dr SW
Tumwater, WA 98512
hilosilverawaylem@outlook.com
(360) 705-4281


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Phebe Schwartz (phebess@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:56:00 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Phebe Schwartz
523 North Garden Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
phebess@yahoo.com
(213) 456-8790


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Gretchen Chesley (gchesley@olypen.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:36:50 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Gretchen Chesley
PO Box 29
Port Hadlock, WA 98339
gchesley@olypen.com
(360) 385-7737


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Karen Heunisch (ericandkaren@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:18:24 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Karen Heunisch
9948 184th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052
ericandkaren@frontier.com
(425) 269-8164


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Stephanie Moore (moore.nini@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:35:35 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Stephanie Moore
952 SW Campus Dr Apt 15D1
Federal Way, WA 98023
moore.nini@gmail.com
(253) 797-2648


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Hal Blumberg (blumberghal@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:39:02 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Hal Blumberg
4620 Sunnyside Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
blumberghal@gmail.com
(206) 634-2031


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Art Brown (mr.art.brown@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:09:56 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Art Brown
9901 NE 134th Ct Apt 4
Kirkland, WA 98034
mr.art.brown@gmail.com
(425) 931-6176


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Linda Wasserman (coolauthor2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:27:29 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Linda Wasserman
1510 N Steele St
Tacoma, WA 98406
coolauthor2@gmail.com
(253) 274-8673


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Marilee Henry (marilee@henrythorson.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:55:50 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Marilee Henry
14042 97th Ave NE
Kirkland, WA 98034
marilee@henrythorson.com
(425) 823-0324


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Donald Agnelli (kawadondo@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2021 10:03:44 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Donald Agnelli
4760 NE 203rd St
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
kawadondo@sbcglobal.net
(323) 851-1814


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jeffrey Consolatti (ittalosnoc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:18:04 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jeffrey Consolatti
919 Fawcett Ave Apt 1410
Tacoma, WA 98402
ittalosnoc@gmail.com
(253) 584-1210


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Constance Knudsen (connieflateboe@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:35:00 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Constance Knudsen
9015 21st Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98117
connieflateboe@yahoo.com
(206) 784-7301


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Alice Pfister (bunnyknits5@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:38:36 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Alice Pfister
12639 SE 169th St
Renton, WA 98058
bunnyknits5@gmail.com
(206) 384-7212


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Tara Mcgrady (tmcjonesy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:26:36 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Tara Mcgrady
4106 Jade Place
Bellingham, WA 98226
tmcjonesy@gmail.com
(360) 325-6560


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Bruce Gundersen (pb4404and@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:09:53 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Bruce Gundersen
27655 Beham Ave NW
Poulsbo, WA 98370
pb4404and@comcast.net
(360) 337-0301


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Steve Shapiro (shapirosm@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:54:47 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Steve Shapiro
2511 30th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98144
shapirosm@gmail.com
(240) 670-4670


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Patricia Safrin (pattysafrin@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2021 8:48:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Patricia Safrin
5451 NE 203rd Pl
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
pattysafrin@hotmail.com
(206) 465-3118


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Heather Haverfield (hhaver@whidbey.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:17:19 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Heather Haverfield
PO Box 964
Langley, WA 98260
hhaver@whidbey.com
(555) 555-5555


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Gill Fahrenwald (anvilman@orcalink.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:34:44 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Gill Fahrenwald
PO Box 2323
Olympia, WA 98507
anvilman@orcalink.com
(555) 555-5555


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Anne O"Leary (olearyab@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:38:02 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Anne O'Leary
6830 SW Maury Park Rd
Vashon, WA 98070
olearyab@comcast.net
(206) 999-5489


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Marcella Perillo (marcella.m.perillo@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:24:59 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Marcella Perillo
19724 166th Ave NE
Woodinville, WA 98072
marcella.m.perillo@gmail.com
(830) 765-2911


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Mickey Gibson (mickeygibson@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:08:00 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Mickey Gibson
7094 NE Twin Ponds Rd
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
mickeygibson@comcast.net
(206) 842-7904


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Katherine Nelson (nicoeli3@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:54:27 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Katherine Nelson
9445 S 232nd St
Kent, WA 98031
nicoeli3@yahoo.com
(206) 941-3914


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: kevin orme (bi670@scn.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Saturday, February 20, 2021 8:21:00 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


kevin orme
502 North 80th Street
Seattle, WA 98103
bi670@scn.org
(212) 832-2000


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Frances Marcolli (kaliel@wavecable.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:16:31 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Frances Marcolli
5290 Banner Rd SE
Port Orchard, WA 98367
kaliel@wavecable.com
(360) 871-6994


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sarah Mcquillen (sassymcquillen@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:34:34 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sarah Mcquillen
442 Cass St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
sassymcquillen@gmail.com
(360) 385-9675


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Beth Eisenbeis (bethe22@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:37:58 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Beth Eisenbeis
2201 192nd St SE
Bothell, WA 98012
bethe22@gmail.com
(425) 420-5324


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Genevieve Judge (genevieve.courtier@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:24:55 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Genevieve Judge
4540 329th Pl SE
Fall City, WA 98024
genevieve.courtier@gmail.com
(425) 444-4034


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Evie La (eviela19@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:07:44 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Evie La
5816 106th St SW
Mukilteo, WA 98275
eviela19@outlook.com
(423) 667-8899


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Bryan Thomas (bryancthomas7@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:54:21 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Bryan Thomas
23316 NE Rdmd Fl Cty Rd # 522
Redmond, WA 98053
bryancthomas7@hotmail.com
(206) 234-4851


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jennifer Pletcher (jenp321@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:36:46 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jennifer Pletcher
7433 259th Pl NE
Redmond, WA 98053
jenp321@gmail.com
(425) 868-4554


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Stephanie Chlebowski (pschlebowski@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:15:52 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Stephanie Chlebowski
4734 118th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
pschlebowski@msn.com
(425) 330-3860


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Teresa Tomasek (jttomasek@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:34:32 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Teresa Tomasek
1705 Hoyt Ave
Everett, WA 98201
jttomasek@hotmail.com
(509) 637-5627


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Steve Williams (prospect2125@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:37:18 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Steve Williams
2125 N Prospect St
Tacoma, WA 98406
prospect2125@aol.com
(206) 359-2483


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Ronald Mazza (ramazza@juno.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:49:28 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ronald Mazza
591 Pleasant Bay Rd
Bellingham, WA 98229
ramazza@juno.com
(360) 671-4408


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Chris Thorsen (ct@quantumedge.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:07:41 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Chris Thorsen
2214 Goodell Rd
Freeland, WA 98249
ct@quantumedge.org
(415) 740-0727


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kristin Stewart (kristinstewart01@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:54:10 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kristin Stewart
3345 Quail Creek Ln NE
Olympia, WA 98516
kristinstewart01@comcast.net
(360) 402-1526


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Adrienne Byers (adrienne112147.030102@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:36:11 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Adrienne Byers
1449 52nd St NE
Auburn, WA 98002
adrienne112147.030102@hotmail.com
(253) 740-2343


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Colleen Smith (smithcolleen62@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:07:22 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Colleen Smith
2922 M St se apt 7
Auburn, WA 98002
smithcolleen62@hotmail.com
(253) 886-0602


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Laurelanne Koke-Melchiorre (seakoke75@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:34:30 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Laurelanne Koke-Melchiorre
1726 153rd St SW
Lynnwood, WA 98087
seakoke75@hotmail.com
(206) 605-1118


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lisa Mihm (lisamihm@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:36:58 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lisa Mihm
1117 32nd Ave S
Seattle, WA 98144
lisamihm@outlook.com
(206) 636-4900


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lyle Anderson (lyleand2@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:46:11 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lyle Anderson
5118 Heronswood Dr
Blaine, WA 98230
lyleand2@comcast.net
(360) 739-9249


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sharon Parshall (parsshar@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:24:41 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sharon Parshall
4348 336th Pl Se
Fall City, WA 98024
parsshar@icloud.com
(425) 295-4030


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Michael Zeigler (mzeiglerii@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:54:02 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Michael Zeigler
3911 78th Avenue Ct W, B103
University Place, WA 98466
mzeiglerii@me.com
(253) 389-8090


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kathlene Croasdale (kthln_croasdale@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:35:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kathlene Croasdale
8019 145th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052
kthln_croasdale@yahoo.com
(425) 820-9483


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Deborah Gandolfo (deborah.gandolfo@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:54:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Deborah Gandolfo
127 10th Ave
Kirkland, WA 98033
deborah.gandolfo@hotmail.com
(425) 202-7654


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Shirley Johnson (kay3121999@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:34:03 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Shirley Johnson
2605 Oakes Ave
Everett, WA 98201
kay3121999@yahoo.com
(425) 210-0277


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Suong Huynh (nsuongh@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:06:57 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Suong Huynh
12505 NE 117th Pl
Kirkland, WA 98034
nsuongh@gmail.com
(425) 823-6772


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: J Kelly (gigkelly@centurytel.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:42:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


J Kelly
15120 Starr Rd SE
Olalla, WA 98359
gigkelly@centurytel.net
(253) 857-7073


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Janice Wellerstein (janice.wellerstein@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:33:30 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Janice Wellerstein
5533 Lake Alice Rd SE
Fall City, WA 98024
janice.wellerstein@gmail.com
(206) 718-6902


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Danielle Baehm (danibaehm@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:23:42 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Danielle Baehm
414 45th St SW
Everett, WA 98203
danibaehm@gmail.com
(425) 530-9712


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Shannon Lovelady (shannonlovelady@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:07:28 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Shannon Lovelady
8924 NE 191st Pl
Bothell, WA 98011
shannonlovelady@hotmail.com
(509) 954-2532


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Emily Griebenow (em.griebenow@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:36:29 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Emily Griebenow
8814 189th Avenue Ct E
Bonney Lake, WA 98391
em.griebenow@gmail.com
(253) 240-9741


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Shirley Graves (shirley.graves@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:35:29 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Shirley Graves
20704 Edwards Rd E
Lake Tapps, WA 98391
shirley.graves@gmail.com
(253) 862-7456


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Darlene Baker (darlene_baker2005@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:35:28 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Darlene Baker
22016 SE 28th St
Sammamish, WA 98075
darlene_baker2005@yahoo.com
(949) 394-2246


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jill Bremer (nanabremer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:53:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jill Bremer
3505 Central St SE Apt 2
Olympia, WA 98501
nanabremer@gmail.com
(360) 915-6767


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Judith Davis (judestar47@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:21:28 AM
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Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Judith Davis
4821 75th Ave N E
Marysville, WA 98270
judestar47@hotmail.com
(360) 659-4342


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Charles Ellenberger (chucke@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:06:40 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Charles Ellenberger
23633 112th Ave SE Apt D201
Kent, WA 98031
chucke@msn.com
(253) 740-3018


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Derek Nanninga (derek.nanninga@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:58:31 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Derek Nanninga
9860 s 262 pl
Kent, WA 98030
derek.nanninga@gmail.com
(253) 797-7309


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Denise Echelbarger (denie51@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:06:47 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Denise Echelbarger
1464 Christine Ln
Camano Island, WA 98282
denie51@icloud.com
(425) 238-0078


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Rebecca Brown (rebeccalanier67@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:32:54 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Rebecca Brown
39823 Willard Ln
Concrete, WA 98237
rebeccalanier67@yahoo.com
(360) 630-9552


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Elizabeth Hauser (elizha@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:40:03 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Elizabeth Hauser
210 17th Ave SE
Olympia, WA 98501
elizha@comcast.net
(206) 220-6400


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Melissa Thirloway (thirloway@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:32:45 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Melissa Thirloway
235 10th Ave W
Kirkland, WA 98033
thirloway@msn.com
(425) 828-0943


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Dirk Jansen (d.jansen@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:06:34 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Dirk Jansen
519 Ranger Dr SE
Lacey, WA 98503
d.jansen@comcast.net
(206) 949-8999


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Janie Starr (starrboogie@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:21:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Janie Starr
12016 SW Cedarhurst Rd
Vashon, WA 98070
starrboogie@earthlink.net
(206) 567-5644


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Charles Jones (charlesjayjones@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:52:52 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Charles Jones
10220 3rd Ave SE Apt 214
Everett, WA 98208
charlesjayjones@frontier.com
(425) 347-8496


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lynn Lambert (lambert.lynn78@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:35:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lynn Lambert
5474 Parkridge Pl
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
lambert.lynn78@gmail.com
(360) 724-0566


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Marie Weis (marieweis@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:06:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Marie Weis
248 Shorewood Ct
Fox Island, WA 98333
marieweis@yahoo.com
(253) 549-2600


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lea Richardson (notready4@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:06:27 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lea Richardson
1211 3rd St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
notready4@yahoo.com
(360) 746-5443


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Frank Gaines (fmgaines@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:52:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Frank Gaines
4017 Rock Maple Ln NW Apt 102
Olympia, WA 98502
fmgaines@gmail.com
(719) 937-7686


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Ellen Carpentier (lninterp4deaf@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:05:20 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ellen Carpentier
1015 E Illinois St # B
Bellingham, WA 98226
lninterp4deaf@hotmail.com
(206) 240-5199


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sue Miles (sueray21@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:20:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sue Miles
6128 182nd St SW
Lynnwood, WA 98037
sueray21@gmail.com
(206) 261-6006


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Ed Mesa (edmesa1949@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 10:01:31 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ed Mesa
14704 123rd Ave SE
Snohomish, WA 98290
edmesa1949@gmail.com
(425) 330-3079


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Theresa Skager (theresaskager@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:36:26 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Theresa Skager
716 N J St Apt C
Tacoma, WA 98403
theresaskager@gmail.com
(253) 441-0760


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Elaine Luniuck-Olson (eluniuck@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:58:23 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Elaine Luniuck-Olson
1725 S Sunset Dr
Tacoma, WA 98465
eluniuck@gmail.com
(253) 355-1155


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Linda Jarvis (earthfolkart@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:36:19 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Linda Jarvis
343 Meridian Way
Chimacum, WA 98325
earthfolkart@mac.com
(360) 301-2477


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jeffrey Paul LaGasse (jpl@whidbey.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:05:01 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jeffrey Paul LaGasse
PO Box 637
Freeland, WA 98249
jpl@whidbey.com
(360) 579-2744


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Blake Koehn (blake.koehn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:16:38 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Blake Koehn
3608 N 33rd St
Tacoma, WA 98407
blake.koehn@gmail.com
(616) 648-6191


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Phyllis Farrell (phyllisfarrell681@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:51:48 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Phyllis Farrell
7600 Redstart Dr SE
Olympia, WA 98513
phyllisfarrell681@hotmail.com
(360) 789-8307


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Claire Berkwitt (claire@berkwitt.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:34:59 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Claire Berkwitt
4125 221st Pl SE
Issaquah, WA 98029
claire@berkwitt.com
(425) 427-0588


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: April Pabloff (april.pabloff@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:05:42 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


April Pabloff
1319 5th Ave SW
Puyallup, WA 98371
april.pabloff@gmail.com
(253) 239-8761


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Caroline Allen (cvallen2426@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:36:06 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Caroline Allen
12 211th Pl SE
Sammamish, WA 98074
cvallen2426@gmail.com
(425) 392-8771


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Michael Moody (m.mmoody@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:03:58 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Michael Moody
23832 45th Ave SE
Bothell, WA 98021
m.mmoody@live.com
(425) 483-2963


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Carrie Foster Campbell (aaflygirl77@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:13:10 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Carrie Foster Campbell
3002 S 208th St Apt X4
Seatac, WA 98198
aaflygirl77@hotmail.com
(714) 757-6782


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Rich Perry (rick@neverknows.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:51:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Rich Perry
2711 Fir St SE
Olympia, WA 98501
rick@neverknows.com
(360) 352-2714


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Elizabeth Beuthel (erbeut@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:32:36 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Elizabeth Beuthel
9104 Fortuna Dr Apt 3303
Mercer Island, WA 98040
erbeut@msn.com
(206) 232-0807


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Vicki Zarrell (vzarrell@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:05:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Vicki Zarrell
1804 Marigold St NW
Olympia, WA 98502
vzarrell@hotmail.com
(360) 292-8507


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Robert Schmelter (laserbob2k@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:35:58 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


Reduce fossil fuels!!


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Robert Schmelter
5926 McLane Ct SW
Olympia, WA 98512
laserbob2k@yahoo.com
(949) 666-5252


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Brad Davis (brad@bdavisdesigns.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:02:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Brad Davis
21145 Westside Hwy SW
Vashon, WA 98070
brad@bdavisdesigns.com
(206) 463-6110


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Marla Blazer (marlablazer@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:13:08 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Marla Blazer
PO Box 13587
Seattle, WA 98198
marlablazer@live.com
(206) 293-3923


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Norman Mundhenk (nmundhenk@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:50:41 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Norman Mundhenk
175 NE Lost Lake Way
Poulsbo, WA 98370
nmundhenk@hotmail.com
(360) 930-1160


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Share Jolliffe (sharejoll@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:32:05 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Share Jolliffe
1037 Ihland Pl NE
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
sharejoll@gmail.com
(206) 528-1508


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Melinda Thayne (melindathayne@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:04:08 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Melinda Thayne
3310 SW 327th Pl
Federal Way, WA 98023
melindathayne@hotmail.com
(253) 874-3640


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Vicky Miller (vickymiller@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:31:43 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Vicky Miller
8123 236th St SW Apt 308
Edmonds, WA 98026
vickymiller@hotmail.com
(425) 563-5020


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Regan Hunt (hunt.regan.98@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:48:47 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Regan Hunt
1212 SW Shoremont Ave
Normandy Park, WA 98166
hunt.regan.98@gmail.com
(206) 890-2468


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: James Thomas Nilsen (jim@jimnilsen.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:02:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


James Thomas Nilsen
712 7th Ave S
Edmonds, WA 98020
jim@jimnilsen.com
(206) 546-3502


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kristen Knox (kknoxmd@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:12:41 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kristen Knox
9217 NE 134th St
Kirkland, WA 98034
kknoxmd@earthlink.net
(425) 736-6435


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Maurine Weyrick (mweyrick@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:35:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Maurine Weyrick
23532 148th Ave SE
Snohomish, WA 98296
mweyrick@yahoo.com
(206) 852-9390


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Arthur Kuller (akuller@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:02:16 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Arthur Kuller
26602 NE Anderson st
Duvall, WA 98019
akuller@live.com
(425) 443-6074


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Roger Hardi (rogcinhardi@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:48:30 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Roger Hardi
3766 Olympic Ct SE
Port Orchard, WA 98366
rogcinhardi@gmail.com
(360) 620-0819


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jean Schweitzer (jeancboyce72@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:12:38 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jean Schweitzer
14014 Admiralty Way Apt 3I
Lynnwood, WA 98087
jeancboyce72@aol.com
(425) 524-8314


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Karen Moen (dovey2u@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:02:12 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Karen Moen
3291 NW Mt Vntge Way Apt F508
Silverdale, WA 98383
dovey2u@yahoo.com
(206) 819-6591


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Rick Ress (rnress@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:35:35 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Rick Ress
22705 84th Ave W
Edmonds, WA 98026
rnress@hotmail.com
(425) 329-9810


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Melinda A Gibelyou (mgibelyou@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:30:42 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Melinda A Gibelyou
10905 132nd St E
Puyallup, WA 98374
mgibelyou@hotmail.com
(253) 219-4614


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: James Tandoo (jtandoo@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:35:19 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


James Tandoo
18504 Olympic View Dr
Edmonds, WA 98020
jtandoo@hotmail.com
(425) 555-1212


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Deborah Lapoint (tgiconbon@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:01:59 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Deborah Lapoint
18607 176th Pl SE
Renton, WA 98058
tgiconbon@comcast.net
(509) 535-5408


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Julie Hauf (julie.hauf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:48:08 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Julie Hauf
6211 150th Pl SW
Edmonds, WA 98026
julie.hauf@gmail.com
(425) 742-6737


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Thomas Kallman (tomkallman@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:48:04 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Thomas Kallman
PO Box 241
Concrete, WA 98237
tomkallman@earthlink.net
(360) 853-8749


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Connie Heimbigner (ddchkirk@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:30:34 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Connie Heimbigner
12331 NE 70th St
Kirkland, WA 98033
ddchkirk@msn.com
(425) 828-6230


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Randall Rader (randall_rader@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:35:18 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Randall Rader
120 S 295th Pl
Federal Way, WA 98003
randall_rader@hotmail.com
(253) 839-5075


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kristen Garcia (kleach.garcia@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:45:16 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kristen Garcia
20414 81st Ave W
Edmonds, WA 98026
kleach.garcia@gmail.com
(206) 979-7417


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Melissa Witek (m.witek@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:12:34 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Melissa Witek
6034 NE Ponderosa Blvd
Hansville, WA 98340
m.witek@comcast.net
(360) 881-0558


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lauren McNeil (lmm03281983@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:47:42 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lauren McNeil
5660 Yakima Ave
Tacoma, WA 98408
lmm03281983@yahoo.com
(253) 230-8145


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Ronlyn Schwartz (ronlyn53@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:29:51 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ronlyn Schwartz
3648 Davie Lane
Langley, WA 98260
ronlyn53@earthlink.net
(434) 985-3841


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Robert Rice (rob@overlakehvac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:35:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Robert Rice
8500 148th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052
rob@overlakehvac.com
(206) 850-7326


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Gabriel Newton (gabenewton@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:01:46 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Gabriel Newton
2030 SW 146th St
Burien, WA 98166
gabenewton@yahoo.com
(510) 910-0786


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Rose Christopherson (rose.christopherson@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:12:25 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Rose Christopherson
23600 Marine View Dr S Apt Ll
Des Moines, WA 98198
rose.christopherson@comcast.net
(503) 757-6583


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Derek Hoshiko (derekhoshiko@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:41:56 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Derek Hoshiko
2890 Longhouse Ln
Clinton, WA 98236
derekhoshiko@gmail.com
(206) 384-8826


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lisa Boisvert (woggyfan@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:29:13 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lisa Boisvert
1905 18th St
Bellingham, WA 98225
woggyfan@yahoo.com
(425) 999-5010


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: William Conger (congewe@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:35:12 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


William Conger
4247 Sharpe Rd
Anacortes, WA 98221
congewe@hotmail.com
(360) 293-6933


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Rosalie Thomas (rosaliethomas25@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:00:29 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Rosalie Thomas
8608 Warren Dr NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
rosaliethomas25@gmail.com
(253) 720-1620


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Tamaryn Alvarez (omrockfane@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:12:11 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Tamaryn Alvarez
5217 Deerfield Park Ct NE
Olympia, WA 98516
omrockfane@aol.com
(253) 442-3512


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Aundrea Bowman-Eastlick (aundreaeast@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:47:06 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Aundrea Bowman-Eastlick
441 School Ct SE
Lacey, WA 98503
aundreaeast@gmail.com
(253) 241-4486


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Mary Allen (celtpriest@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:28:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Mary Allen
6209 83rd Pl NE Apt A
Marysville, WA 98270
celtpriest@gmail.com
(302) 864-8822


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jill Quick (jillaquick@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:39:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jill Quick
7 Bogey Ln
Bellingham, WA 98229
jillaquick@outlook.com
(206) 747-4929


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Francine Debardi (babybuggies51@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:59:38 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Francine Debardi
16214 48th Pl W
Edmonds, WA 98026
babybuggies51@gmail.com
(425) 743-4095


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Keith Erps (keitherps@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:12:05 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Keith Erps
2853 SW Adams St
Seattle, WA 98028
keitherps@gmail.com
(502) 298-8868


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: David Habib (davidjhabib@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:46:47 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


David Habib
555 5th Ave W
Kirkland, WA 98033
davidjhabib@gmail.com
(425) 702-8160


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Milton Bullion (enim74801@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:35:01 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Milton Bullion
2114 Walnut St
Everett, WA 98201
enim74801@yahoo.com
(425) 299-4009


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Michael Scholl (mikes327@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:59:29 AM
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Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Michael Scholl
117 N 76th St
Seattle, WA 98103
mikes327@gmail.com
(312) 544-3676


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Diane Webb-Cristelli (wlkonocean@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:11:57 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Diane Webb-Cristelli
10543 NE 141st St
Kirkland, WA 98034
wlkonocean@aol.com
(206) 617-3703


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Donald Parks (dlparks398@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:45:23 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Donald Parks
3127 181st Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052
dlparks398@gmail.com
(425) 891-2025


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: John Lambert (johnslambert55@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:34:48 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


John Lambert
PO Box 942
Carnation, WA 98014
johnslambert55@gmail.com
(206) 255-4326


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sally Radford (sallyradd@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:58:49 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sally Radford
6438 S Warner St
Tacoma, WA 98409
sallyradd@yahoo.com
(253) 389-2776


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Chasity Hungerford (lisen_of_the_wood@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:11:51 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Chasity Hungerford
9525 NE 140th St
Kirkland, WA 98034
lisen_of_the_wood@hotmail.com
(425) 361-5135


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: James Watanabe (jwatanabe1179@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:44:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


James Watanabe
17023 12th Ave NE
Shoreline, WA 98155
jwatanabe1179@gmail.com
(206) 718-1914


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lisa Varner (lisavarner5@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:33:28 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lisa Varner
22710 SE 20th St
Sammamish, WA 98075
lisavarner5@msn.com
(555) 555-5555


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Tara Mudry (climb.rock.n.ice@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:58:16 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Tara Mudry
1835 Timberlake Ct
Bellingham, WA 98229
climb.rock.n.ice@gmail.com
(360) 441-9297


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Angela Wood (banangela1962@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:11:38 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Angela Wood
3333 228th St SE Unit 25
Bothell, WA 98021
banangela1962@yahoo.com
(562) 209-1833


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Keith Van Meter (keithvanm@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:44:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Keith Van Meter
PO Box 1347
Port Townsend, WA 98368
keithvanm@gmail.com
(425) 330-4877


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: George Dilg (plgrd@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:33:19 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


George Dilg
919 109th Ave NE Apt 1506
Bellevue, WA 98004
plgrd@yahoo.com
(321) 274-7223


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Neal Anderson (sagan2112@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:58:10 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Neal Anderson
1855 Troschs Blvd SE Unit 601
Sammamish, WA 98075
sagan2112@yahoo.com
(206) 794-2053


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Steven Omdal (sao.652652@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:11:18 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Steven Omdal
12770 Eagle Dr
Burlington, WA 98233
sao.652652@gmail.com
(360) 757-6849


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Mary Shackelford (mgls53@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:44:16 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Mary Shackelford
11306 SW 238th St
Vashon, WA 98070
mgls53@comcast.net
(206) 714-3238


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Wendy Bowman (wbowman17@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:01:34 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Wendy Bowman
2613 Judd St SE
Lacey, WA 98503
wbowman17@msn.com
(360) 438-1181


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Donna Snow (dsnow3@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:01:21 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Donna Snow
2421 Chambers Lake Ln SE
Lacey, WA 98503
dsnow3@comcast.net
(360) 438-5168


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kylee Krida (kkrida01@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:51:54 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kylee Krida
1567 Highlands Dr NE Ste 110
Issaquah, WA 98029
kkrida01@yahoo.com
(206) 384-3461


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Janet Kuller (jpkuller@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:00:50 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Janet Kuller
26602 NE Anderson St
Duvall, WA 98019
jpkuller@live.com
(425) 445-3375


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Daniel Brant (dnlbrant@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:00:46 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Daniel Brant
310 Willow St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
dnlbrant@gmail.com
(360) 385-4881


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Hoa Pantastico (missvyle@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:59:56 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Hoa Pantastico
23205 114th Way SE
Kent, WA 98031
missvyle@yahoo.com
(206) 331-6236


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Debra Fouts (d.fouts@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:54:46 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Debra Fouts
8 Bridlewood Cir
Kirkland, WA 98033
d.fouts@comcast.net
(206) 650-2820


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Del E Domke (delyicious@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:54:04 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Del E Domke
16142 NE 15th Street
Bellevue, WA 98008
delyicious@comcast.net
(425) 746-6363


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Joseph Germano (germano@ix.netcom.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:33:13 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Joseph Germano
12100 Southeast 46th Place
BELLEVUE, WA 98006
germano@ix.netcom.com
(425) 891-2121


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Carol Kochta (cbrunokochta@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:28:31 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Carol Kochta
4033 60th Ave SW
Olympia, WA 98512
cbrunokochta@comcast.net
(360) 705-9380


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jessica Drummond (jjdrummond1@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:53:47 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jessica Drummond
13805 23rd Ave SE
Mill Creek, WA 98012
jjdrummond1@frontier.com
(425) 337-6869


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Avi F (avi.b.fine@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:33:09 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Avi F
3030 128th Ave SE Unit 8
Bellevue, WA 98005
avi.b.fine@gmail.com
(425) 652-9146


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Liza Martin (lizajama@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:57:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Liza Martin
16637 NE 30th St
Bellevue, WA 98008
lizajama@hotmail.com
(425) 591-9411


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Susan Shouse (sshouse64@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:53:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Susan Shouse
2919 Leonard Dr
Everett, WA 98201
sshouse64@gmail.com
(425) 381-1698


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jim Pankanin (pankaninj@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:33:02 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jim Pankanin
16199 SE 48th Dr
Bellevue, WA 98006
pankaninj@hotmail.com
(425) 417-8114


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Ronald Moore (tahitibeaches@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:28:03 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ronald Moore
7394 Madrona Dr NE
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
tahitibeaches@msn.com
(206) 451-4962


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jeffrey Roy (sierraclub@jlroy.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:53:37 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jeffrey Roy
4219 115th Pl SE
Everett, WA 98208
sierraclub@jlroy.net
(425) 385-2663


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Susan Loomis (naomiyaline@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:32:27 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Susan Loomis
15150 140th Way SE Unit T206
Renton, WA 98058
naomiyaline@hotmail.com
(425) 687-7564


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Florie Rothenberg (frothenberg@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:27:21 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Florie Rothenberg
3125 SW Raymond St
Seattle, WA 98126
frothenberg@comcast.net
(206) 440-7264


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Amy Tappen (atapp44@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:51:55 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Amy Tappen
4710 237th Pl SE
Bothell, WA 98021
atapp44@gmail.com
(480) 734-9679


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Gail Sklar (gjsklar@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:32:05 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Gail Sklar
1001 Corona Dr
Fircrest, WA 98466
gjsklar@gmail.com
(610) 550-9220


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Ian Shuler (ianhifi@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:27:01 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ian Shuler
6710 Greenwood Ave N Apt 4
Seattle, WA 98103
ianhifi@hotmail.com
(206) 734-1416


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sandra Herndon (sherndon@hctc.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:50:11 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sandra Herndon
1416 Springwood Ave NE
Olympia, WA 98506
sherndon@hctc.com
(360) 555-5555


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Stephanie Peron (sauseyp77@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:31:33 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Stephanie Peron
10220 50th Pl W
Mukilteo, WA 98275
sauseyp77@yahoo.com
(425) 244-9300


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Patricia Perron (patriciaperron@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:50:13 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Patricia Perron
1 aloha
Seattle, WA 98119
patriciaperron@hotmail.com
(425) 466-1275


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Phillip Brooke (oldbrickhousefarm@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:25:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Phillip Brooke
110 Mt Rainier Dr
Packwood, WA 98396
oldbrickhousefarm@yahoo.com
(253) 531-3353


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Klaudia Englund (klaudia.englund@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:38:33 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Klaudia Englund
7630 Cypress Way
Anacortes, WA 98221
klaudia.englund@gmail.com
(805) 367-6559


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Scott Bishop (sbishop@oly-wa.us) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:50:05 AM
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Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Scott Bishop
1710 Giles Ave NW
Olympia, WA 98502
sbishop@oly-wa.us
(360) 943-1938


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Cheryl Marshall (cmarshallmi@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:25:01 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Cheryl Marshall
6363 Lake Washington Blvd NE Apt 103
Kirkland, WA 98033
cmarshallmi@gmail.com
(206) 963-2869


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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